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What are they trying to tell us?

And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh; and your
sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young
men shall see visions. Joel chapter 2 verse 28.

I would just like to say before we continue; that since Satan and his rebellious angels
have such immense powers, that we as mere humans truly cannot grasp the magnitude of these
abilities; nor their full potential. So, it is therefore I feel not out of the question to conclude, that
they have through the promise of wealth; power, lust and greed enlisted a vast array of mortal
conspirators throughout the ages. There by, truly covering every conceivable possibility. In their
vain attempts, to completely bring about their dark lord’s hideous plans for mankind, to total and
absolute fruition. Leading them, too their inevitable destruction.
A prelude: To my personal thoughts, and speculations.
At the time of this writing, just when I thought I was finished…silly me! Some items
have come to light [no pun] that I feel need to be addressed. So, in the sincere hopes of avoiding
confusion amongst “The brethren” I will attempt to bring these items to the fore as best I can.
Here now are some of those thoughts’ images and feelings that I’ve not even shared with my
wife, till now. It was during the early summer of 2009 while Mlady and I were excitedly
awaiting the start of the Christian symposium on aliens held here in Roswell. That since I knew I
was going to be meeting Michael Heiser, whom now is Dr. Michael S Heiser, by the way. I
figured that I should finally read is book Facade. Of which I certainly, would recommend. While
reading this book I had several of those “nagging thoughts” that I hope you will read about in
this writing. So I naturally shoved it aside, and continued to enjoy my read. But alas, this was not
to be…those “thoughts and images” would not let up! I was though heavily struck by the idea, or
the premise of the book, that although the book used fallen angels in it, these angelic rebels were
“behind” the secret government UFO projects as operating in the shadows pulling the strings as
it were. While not being directly portrayed, as the typical grey “aliens” running amok, abducting
humans. It was during that moment, in which those thoughts, images and voices would not stop.
So just what were these intrusive thoughts/whisperings, images and feelings? Locusts! I
remember thinking locusts; you’ve got to be kidding me! As I dwelt upon this, it was at this time
that the zombie thing had reared its ugly head, again! What I did not understand, was why
thoughts of locusts and zombies kept running together? It wasn’t until about October [ish] this
same year, that all of these weird images, thoughts and such had now started to became much,
much clearer.
Mlady and I like to watch the Sci-Fi channel on occasion; we view it [no pun] simply as
entertainment, albeit twisted and ungodly to be sure. We recognize this, and treat it as such.
Which are why, their carefully crafted, subliminal messages have no effect upon us. What were
we watching? You got it…a show on zombies! Now those plaguing items were really slamming

me, and hard too. Again I kept seeing [as in my mind’s eye] locust and zombies together, they
are always together never separate. So, while watching this “program” it was a scene of a secret
laboratory, of course, what else? that the plot of the show went sour. Gee…ya think!? It was at
that moment I heard a voice quietly say “pay attention” …Yes Sir! I then started to see, again in
my mind’s eye, “stinging” locusts. So, when I then realized I was now ‘back’ watching the
program, and the first zombies appeared, was when everything had gelled together.
I got it! I made the connection! Because for the better part of the last year or more, I have
been seriously plagued by recurring “images, thoughts, and feelings” that have kept [and still do]
keep rolling around in the recesses of my mind. Usually it’s [what I feel] is our Lord urging me
to investigate and or write about something. As usual I always try to dismiss or ignore these
mental images, thoughts and feelings, and as usual I fail. I have never thought of myself as a
writer, and I still don’t. My use of syntax is probably not the best, nor is my grammar or spelling.
As someone whom was first ‘led’ by our Lord to create a website you can imagine my reticence.
My first thoughts were “Aww come on Lord!” you know full well I am not even close to being
equipped for this task. I can’t do it! I don’t know how, and of course I don’t want to do this! Silly
me, I truly should have known better! I should have had more faith and trust not just in silly ole
me mind you. But what’s even more important, was to have…
More faith and trust, in our Glorious and Sovereign Lord Christ Jesus!
So as the title says…why the Hollywood obsession with zombies? This question puts the
finger squarely on those “images, thoughts, and feelings” that I have been having, and trying so
hard to ignore. We as Christians, being children of the most high God, at some time or another
come to the realization that there really is no such thing as coincidence. For those Christians
whom do believe that coincidence actually does exist, I would like to most humbly request that
you either re-read your Holy book, or please read it more often, hopefully with copious amounts
of prayer. I only say this, because if God is truly in control, then coincidence has no basis! Our
Bible contains in it everything that we as Man/Adam kind has and will ever face in this world.
What I mean by this is that when something happens in our world, that on the surface appears to
be by ‘coincidence’ you can bet your bottom dollar it can be found somewhere in scripture. But
for me! This danged zombie thing just will not go away! Does this sick, horrid and extremely
freaky concept scare or frighten me? No, it does not. Although for some reason, there is a
nagging concern. Given our governments recent attempt this flu season to hurry and get
everyone inoculated for the H1N1 Swine flu vaccine. I do feel it was Gods hand that had
prevented the mass availability of this highly questionable vaccine to the American public. Yet

these nagging concerns remain. Before we start, let me say that once you grasp the concept that
TV was created to be a mind control device…the further “ahead of the curve” you will be!
Now finally…to the article, shall we?
It was just the other night, that our beloved sister Paradox was over at Mlady’s and my
home, graciously helping us fix our computer…again! She had brought over a program to help
us rid our computer of Malware, so we, paradox and I were trying to guess how many files
would be corrupted. For some reason the number nine kept leaping to the forefront of my mind.
So, I predicted there would be nine of them, [corrupted files] while this program’s running,
paradox and I starting talking. As is always the case [thank you Lord Jesus] we had another one
of ‘those’ conversations, we were rolling along from one topic to another having a great time.
During the course of this most awesome conversation [for some reason] I felt the need to broach
the subject of zombies, and what seems to me Hollywood’s constant obsession with them.
What are they trying to tell us?
I started to recount to her a movie from the mid 1960s’s that was called ‘Night of the
living dead’ and that it was a comet that flew very close to planet earth that caused the dead to
rise, and start attacking and biting people. Thereby causing more zombies to roam around
[repeating this cycle] creating more soul less zombies exponentially. Remember these “walking
dead” [in the movies] can’t readily die per se’, it was during this conversation I also mentioned
that I couldn’t help but feel that there might be a subliminal connection the book of Revelation.
So, paradox asked me to grab my Bible, and she started to pour through Revelation, while doing
this for some reason, I then told her that the verse we needed would be found in chapter NINE!
There is that lack of coincidence thing I was talking about [There is no coincidence] things do
happen for a reason! So, paradox starts to quickly scan through chapter nine, and “Bam” finds
the exact verses we were just talking about! So, I will start with the pertinent ‘block’ of scripture
that set this whole intriguing conversation into motion. One of my favorite books of the entire
Bible…
The book of Revelation.
For the purposes of this article I shall attempt to start from Revelation chapter 9 verses 1
through 10. And expound from there. As clearly, and concisely as is humanly possible for me.
Attention all personnel be advised, syntax alert!!!

While not trying to twist or force scripture, this is how those images, thoughts, and feelings seem
to fit these verses.
1) And the fifth Angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from heaven unto earth: And
to him was given the keys to the bottomless pit.
“A star fall from heaven” …An angel, either cast out…or purposely sent.
“To him” …Rebellious, or Righteous angel.
2) And he opened the bottomless pit, and there arose a smoke out of the pit, as the
smoke of a great furnace; And the sun and the air were darkened by reason of the
smoke of the pit.
“As the” …resembling the.
“Smoke of a great furnace” …Being massively and forcefully ejected.
“Reason of” …The appearance of.
3) And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the earth:And unto them was
given power as the scorpions of the earth have power
“The smoke” …A dark massively forceful and powerful updraft, like swirling swarms.
“Locusts” …Fallen angels masquerading as locusts? Demons or Luciferian created
nanotechnology?
“Them” … See locusts above.
“Was given” …Programmed instructions.
“Power as the scorpions” …The ability to inflict a severely poisonous, bite or sting.
4) And it was commanded them that they should not hurt the grass of the earth,
Neither any green thing, neither any tree; but only those men which have not the
seal of God in their foreheads

“Them” …Fallen angels, demonic hordes or something else?
“Only those men” …Only the unsaved, members of mankind?
“In their foreheads” …Lack of belief in the Lord God, or understanding/knowledge of
God and his word!
5) And to them it was given that they should not kill them, but that they should be
tormented five months: And their torment was as the torment of a scorpion, when
he striketh a man.
“And to them” …Rebel angels, demonic hordes…or again something else?
“Them” …Unsaved humans.
“Torment of a scorpion” …Intense agony due to the infecting bite or sting!
6) And in those days men shall seek death and shall not find it; And shall desire to
die, and death shall flee from them.
“Men shall seek death” …Trying to find ways to die?
“And death shall flee from them” …God will not let them die just yet; there is a purpose
to serve.
7) And the shapes of the locusts were like unto horses prepared unto battle; and
on their heads were crowns like gold, and their faces were as the faces of men”
“Shapes of” …Appearance of, or looked like.
“Prepared unto battle” …Rigged with armor or armor plated.
8) And they had hair as the *hair of women, and their teeth were as the teeth of
Lions
“Hair of women” …Thunder dome Tina turners? *Sorry I couldn’t resist! *

9) And they had breastplates, as it were breastplates of iron; and the sound of
their wings was as the sound of chariots of many horses running to battle.
“Breastplates of iron” …Metallic in appearance, as in battle armor.
“The sound of chariots of many horses” …A great thundering or roaring sound.
10) And they had tails like unto scorpions, and there were stings in their tails; and
their power was to hurt men *five months. Revelation Chapter 9 verses 1 through
10 KJV.
“Like unto” …That appeared like.
“Stings” ...Needles, pain or agony
“Power was” …Programmed instructions.
As a side note: The number five in the occult realm means death. So here we see men not
being able to die for this five-month time span. Since Satan has a same [false copy] but opposite
[objective] plan for humanity, here we see almighty God withholding death until his objectives
are met. Once again, showing humanity he is God with this final supreme exercise of power. In a
sense, letting mankind see that if he [God] so chooses, that he can withhold death at his leisure,
and for his reasons alone. Our lord does tell us,
“My ways are not your ways” and “My thoughts are not your thoughts”
Back to our conversation:
So, all of sudden paradox is “whoa” and looks up at me and say’s “I think you’re onto
something here!”
I happily thanked her for not thinking me a nut case! Although having someone else
confirming my nagging suspicions still doesn’t make me feel all that much better per se’, it is a
help none the less! Thank you all the same my dear sister. But wouldn’t you just know it [can a
brother get a break?] She then asks me to write an article for the WARN website on the very
subject we were talking about! Which I immediately and predictably start to exclaim, Oh uh, uh!
Not me man, I am not a writer, and I am certainly not qualified to do this! [Once again silly me]

Now for anyone whom knows our beloved sister paradox, when she gives you “that look” and
then digs her heels in, you know you’re a dead man walking! [LOL…No pun by the way] So I
hesitantly and humbly accepted her gracious offer.
That is why all of you, my beloved brothers and sisters are being subjected to this article!
Please accept my deepest and sincerest apologies…
My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I
will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law
of thy God, I will also forget thy children Hosea 4 vs.6 KJV.
However, There are many items that oddly enough, do relate to one another here. Let us
take “Hollywood” for example. Hollywood is actually a poisonous plant, I do find it interesting
that over the decades many people have been warning us that ‘Hollywood Ca’ has been
poisoning our society with their movies, and I couldn’t agree more! As to the afore mentioned
“Night of the living dead” remember it was caused by a comet passing very close to the earth,
assuming I remembered this bit correctly. So here we have some kind of ‘extraterrestrial event’
associated with a comet. Something that I’m sure we all can agree on, is Hollywood and the lame
stream media/entertainment industry, have gotten a lot of money mileage out of this subject this
past 10-15 years or so [At least] and with all the “Doomsday movies and TV specials” that we
have been subjected too. [Isn’t it interesting?] That we find in Revelation chapter eight, verses
ten and eleven telling us, I do believe about this very thing!
What are they trying to tell us?
And the third Angel sounded, and there fell a great star from heaven, burning as it were a
lamp And it fell upon the third part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of the waters;
“A great star” …Meteoroid/comet?
“Burning as it were a lamp” …as in brightly, while leaving a Smokey trail.
And the name of the star is called wormwood: and the third part of the waters became
wormwood; And many men died of the waters, because they were made bitter. Revelation
8 vs. 10 and 11 KJV.
“Wormwood” …Means poison or poisonous.

Most poisons [believe it or not] actually are ‘bitter’ to the palette!
But this accursed zombie thing, what is it about these zombies that just won’t go away?
[No pun] Not so much in my mind, but in the entertainment industry! There is something to this,
but what? With night of the living dead it was a comet that had started it. But Hollywood today
uses some rabid, aggressively freaky virus or some type of radical bacterial contaminant that
somehow found its way out of the “ultra-secret government lab” [Dulce, Montauk???] as the
unholy primer, just like in Resident evil. So where does this idea of secret government
bio/genetics labs come from? Hollywood? Actually no, or at least not this time anyway. For
those of you whom may not know, it was a top-secret Brazilian government genetics lab, that in
the mid to late 1950’s that was playing God by tampering with DNA!
What they were doing, was they were crossing the DNA from the very aggressive
African honey bee and crossing it with their more passive domestic honey bees. In the hopes of
creating a more vigorous, honey producing bee strain. So…You got it! This ‘experiment’
somehow escaped, that is why we have what’s popularly known today as Killer bees which have
now migrated into our great American southwest, and they have been reported here in the
Roswell area as of summer 2006! These bees have been killing a lot of poor innocent and
unsuspecting people over these many years as they continue to migrate north! So I ask that you
indulge me for a moment, and let me stop at this point too offer up a very hearty “Thanks a lot
you Godless morons”!!! For your modern secular scientific marvel!
[Sorry]
This be crazy talk!
This article comes from a Saints Against Tyranny reader who sent this to me from the
Drudge report.
Now tell me the timing of this isn’t spooky! For some reason though, I couldn’t cut/copy
and or paste, the entire article, so I had to do it in bits. Which caused my computer to lock up,
and thereby [Of course!] losing the entire Email and the URL. I don’t understand how this could
happen…anyone have any ideas?
Israel developing Bionic Hornet!

From the Israeli newspaper, Yedioth Ahronoth 17 Nov, 2006.

Israel is using nanotechnology to try to create a robot no bigger than a hornet that would
be able to chase, photograph, and kill its targets, an Israeli newspaper reported. The
flying robot nicknamed the “Bionic Hornet” would be able to navigate its way down
narrow alleyways to target otherwise unreachable enemies such as rocket launchers. It is
one of several weapons being developed by scientists to combat militants. Other research
programs include super gloves that would give the user the strength of a “Bionic man”
and miniature sensors to detect suicide bombers. The research integrates nanotechnology
into Israel’s security department and will find creative solutions to problems the army
has been unable to address, according to deputy Prime Minister Shimon Peres. *”
Prototypes for the new weapons are expected within three years”.
This news article was published in Nov, 2006. It is now a little over three years.

* Prototype means an operational production model for field testing.
There are just too many similarities for this piece of nanotechnology to be a coincidence,
and you all know where I stand on that. It’s on four legs [like a horse] it certainly looks like a
locust; it’s made of metal [and] looks armor plated; it has an articulated scorpion like tail, this
article does mention the ability to kill, so there’s the stinging and please notice the two little jet
engines on its back. If there were a few hundred or thousands of these things flying in a swarm,
the ruckus they would make certainly could sound like chariots of many horses running into
battle. Don’t you think?
This next section is going to probably upset some folks, this is not my intent. All I ask is that you
keep an open heart and mind, to something that speculative.
These types of micro air vehicles themselves are also created in ‘secret government
defense labs’ and specially contracted civilian high security labs, unbeknownst to nearly
everyone secretly and directly, ‘overseen’ by Satan’s unholy angels. So, it is not really beyond
the scope of probability, to see how these ‘micro bugs’ could easily be adapted to carry a
satanically created virulent disease of some sort. There by presenting us with a potentially
“rabid” zombie civilian population. That for a short time [as in five months] just cannot be killed.
Let’s expound upon this idea a little bit here. We’ll call this food for thought [No pun] so let’s
say this scenario actually comes true. Now we have this massive swarm, [truly from hell]
stinging “men” with a satanic concoction racing through the bloodstream turning them [men]
into a zombie like thing ok? Causing a wild “Rabid” feeding/biting frenzy, exponentially
spreading and creating more “zombies” now remember Revelation Chap 9 vs. 6? They can’t die,
because death flees from them right!? So, don’t forget…This is not a demonic possession! I am
talking about.
And in those days men shall seek death and shall not find it; And shall desire to die, and
death shall flee from them. Revelation Chapter 9 verse 6. KJV.
“Men shall seek death” …Obviously wishing for death, or trying to find ways to die.
“And death shall flee from them” …Because God! Will not let them die just yet; there is a
purpose yet to serve.

Which I think is to fulfill his Gods, very own prophesies! Why won’t he let them die? Beats the
stuffing out of me! It’s not my place to question his motives as to why!
I can hear the rebuttals now! But Mike, what about when God, as the man Jesus, cast out
the “Legions” into the swine and they drowned themselves? I would like to humbly suggest that
maybe were talking about apples and oranges here. For “example” Apples! Jesus cast out the
demons called legion as an example to teach not only his disciples who were with him, but
knowing that this would also be recorded for our educational benefit much, much later. Now
back to the present, shall we? In the above verse from Revelation we find that “Men shall seek
death and shall not find it” so much for suicide. We also see that “And death shall flee from
them”. Now the oranges! Because we are now in the “End of days”! So, what we now have, are
two different situations, two different time periods fulfilling two vastly different purposes. As I
mentioned so much for suicide, this also includes now getting blasted with a shotgun or even
getting their heads cleaved with a shovel! Death shall flee from them, and for five months to
boot! All the while this satanic virus is driving “these men” beyond the brink of insanity. I have
always heard and been told that the Bible will always prove itself, of or by itself. So, this begs
the question, so where else in the Bible, do we find these ‘things’ [If you will] being hurt,
wounded or killed, and yet not slain? Let us now take a look at the book of Joel!
Neither shall one thrust another; they shall walk everyone in his path: And when they
shall fall upon the sword, they shall not be wounded. Joel chapter 2 verse 8 KJV.
So [even if] these poor wretches were demonically possessed! It is still, almighty Gods
will that they should not die regardless…Who then are we to question why? The way I see it, our
forever righteous and glorious Father in heaven, is the ultimate umpire! However, he calls it. Is
good with me!
As a side note; I started this article with a picture from the movie I am Legend, if you’ll
remember, the movie plot was a ‘Scientific breakthrough’ in curing cancer, which had set that
hellish scenario in motion. Of course, the hero would be a military biogenetic scientist.
What are they trying to tell us?
So, the idea of a secret government genetics lab is not at all out of the question anymore.
Since we now have an actual proven precedent for it with the killer bee’s incident in Brazil! So
much for these types of “Secret government labs” being theory!

It is this very type of secret laboratory [Directed by Fallen angels] that I feel, very well
might give us the scenario mentioned in Revelation 9 vs.1-10 as previously mentioned above.
After all many UFO researchers and Crypto-zoologists claim it’s these secret government labs
that have given us “Alien human hybrids” and the now infamous “Chupacabra” is there anything
to these rumors? Quite possibly! Our beloved sister paradox seems to feel that there is a plethora
of Biblical evidence to identify the scriptural ‘locusts’ as these fallen angels. I agree…I do
believe there is certainly something to this, most definitely. But my gut instinct also tells me this
Biblical locust thing is more than likely a multifold or a multi-mission satanic operation as well!
So is all the above just conjecture on my part? Sure, it is…and I do hope I’m wrong! But
then again, you go and tell that to these bothersome and nagging suspicions that just will not go
away. I do personally think that this ‘locust’ thing mentioned in our Bible is actually a twofold
scenario; For example when one considers that Satan took a third of the ‘stars’ of heaven with
him, this equates to a whole lot of Rebellious angels right?, leaving plenty to do their masters
bidding so even at several thousand, this figure is probably way off the mark!
Then you have the ancient mystery schools which New World Order researchers have
more than adequately shown to be involved within every secret society known to man, whom
themselves [Secret societies] have been rightfully shown to control the ebb and flow of all the
government entities of this world. So, I say that it’s really not unfathomable that prophetic
Biblical scripture could certainly be talking about this very collusion. This is probably why I just
can’t shake that feeling. Because our lame stream luciferian media, for many years now
especially after 9-11, have seriously been riding the ‘scare monger’ wagon ever since. Never
letting the American public forget the possibility, of not just a nuclear attack on us, but an
equally horrifying, and insidious Biological attack upon America as well. Our media? They just
won’t let this subject be!
All the while Hollywood, just keeps on pumping out more and more zombies!
What are they trying to tell us?

So, is our “mass [hysteria] media trying to “sell us” something here? I think so. Are
Chemtrails possibly involved? Very well could be. We do have in this modern [?] age, what are
known as two stage Biological and Chemical weapons. So Chemtrails could easily be seeding us
with the first stage, of these two stage weapons. Or is it that they [the shadow masters] are just
capitalizing on their expertly and deliberately contrived, well planned, and orchestrated post Sept
11th national mind manipulation? Either way [Doubt it not!] If and when, we see these
horrendous and ungodly events unfold, just remember. Our lame/main stream luciferian media,
is not about to come out and tell us the truth, that it’s “Fallen angels” or the Luciferian global
elites, as the source of all our ills. What we will frantically hear spewing fourth from them [The
Luciferian controlled corp. media] is “a lab experiment gone horribly wrong” Because they have
been programming us with this very idea for a very long time, and sadly many panicked people
will be listening, hanging onto every word, desperately looking for salvation. From this
seemingly hell on earth!
Paradox and I both agree that these luciferian shadow masters, who run Hollywood, are doing
two things.
1) Someone is either trying to tell us something [or mayhaps] warn us about something,
and
2) We are certainly being “conditioned” for something…Of this, she and I are quite
certain!
But zombies!?!?! Give me a break! Like what, demons’ vampires and Harry Potter aren’t
enough for cryin out loud!? Now our beloved pets can be turned into zombies! [I wonder how
Paul McCartney and PETA feel about this.]
How then does this happen? Well since the new common denominator is some form of a
*Trans species rabid viral/bacterial infection [regardless of source] this actually, narrows it down

quite a bit. Because that would then make it the bloodstream as the active path! This is what the
term pathogen means; this is the mechanism for the unholy spread of this [allegedly?] fictitious
abomination. Again, this idea of blood having power is not by coincidence, because we find this
very concept in the Bible!
For the life of the flesh is in the blood: and I have given it to you upon the altar To make
an atonement for your souls: for it is the blood thatmaketh an atonement for the
soul. Leviticus 17 vs. 11 KJV.
“Life of the flesh”… Our mortal ability to exist.
“Is in the blood”…The blood is everything to our existence.
“Your souls”…Again, self explanatory this would be our spiritual or conscious being. [I think]
*This cross-species transmittal of viruses is nothing new to us. We have been told
repeatedly by the Luciferian media and their Immoral medical establishment for a couple of
decades now, that this ‘is’ what is happening in our world. Never mind the fact that there are far
more equally learned medical professionals and scientific experts from all around the globe, that
say this is not medically or even scientifically possible! But with AIDS, SARS, both the Avian
and Swine flu’s we are told this is the case. Funny how those opposing ‘expert’ voices are
quickly silenced by a ‘media’ black out! I would like to remind you my brothers and sisters, that
our beautiful and glorious all mighty Father in heaven himself stated…“My people are destroyed
for lack of knowledge”!
So, since it is “the blood that makes atonement for the soul” Thank you Lord! Is it then
only the unsaved that get turned into zombies in these movies and TV programs, [or maybe in
real life?] Because, I don’t know if anyone has noticed or not with these freaky and creepy
zombie ‘transformations’ but it certainly looks like another form of “possession” to me gang! My
heart tells me that we, who are born again and covered by the blood of Christ, now carry an
enormous measure of security from these unclean dark ones who continue to try and assault us
daily. Again, I will re-quote this verse because we see this concept I feel, solidly expressed in the
book of Revelation.
And it was commanded them that they should not hurt the grass of the earth, Neither any
green thing, neither any tree; but only those men which have not the seal of God in their
foreheads Revelation 9 vs. 4 KJV.

“Them”…Fallen angels? demonic hordes…or something else?
“Only those men”…The unsaved members of “Mankind”.
“In their foreheads”…Lack of knowing the Lord God, and or understanding/knowledge of Gods
word!
I also find it most curious that in the movies the only way you can kill these zombies and
make sure they don’t get up again, is to inflict a very severe or deadly blow to the head! I will
admit that the one thing that does creep me out with zombies is aside from the overly stretched
mouth thing, is the getting back up! For some reason it just does! So, with all these seemingly
connected parallels please trust me when I say I am not trying to ‘overtly’ make a case for the
potential of zombies in the end times, not at all. Although it does look that way [Even from
scripture] I know. Yet beloved brothers and sisters, we cannot altogether rule out something like
this happening. The scriptures clearly tell us that something extraordinary at the
supernatural/paranormal level is going to happen on planet earth. Is this what all those FEMA
camps are for, mass public isolation and quarantine? Or is it to round up all of the Saints for
extermination…being Lucifer’s final solution?
I would like to take a couple of moments, to thank you the reader, or those of you whom
have stuck it out. Thank you!
As the webmaster of saintsagainsttyranny.com some of my objectives are to get people to
start thinking critically and to raise people’s awareness of the mass social brainwashing, or
conditioning of our society and culture, through the manipulations of what I call the lame stream
media. One of the more prevalent outcomes of this conditioning process is what I call the “Knee
jerk”. In our beloved Amerika today, one cannot express themselves anymore without having
people flip out and play the “Drama card” this truly breaks my heart. So, if some of you are
offended by this article, I humbly ask that you keep in mind, that these are my personal thoughts
that I am sharing with you. As I was asked, to write this for public posting. I did not do the
seeking. This is only an article of what ifs, or maybes, that’s all! Like I tell everyone on my
website, your comments, thoughts, opinions and criticisms are always most welcome! I only ask
that you be civil. Thank you so very much for taking your valuable time to read this article. If
you think this was deep! Just wait till you [hopefully] see my musings on the universe from a
Christian astronomer’s perspective! So, in closing I leave you with this final thought.

Just what is…Hollywood trying to tell us?

May our gracious and loving Lord God, truly bless you all!
His watchman on the wall, and your brother in Yeshua Jesus……. Michael

